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Dealers active in janitorial 
sales have increased 
their knowledge, added 
experienced staff and 
started to compete at a much 
higher level. Success has 
opened up sales for new 
product lines and expanded 
sales of existing products. 
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EDITORIAL

Chuckals Office Supply began operations 25 years ago when Al 
Lynden purchased Taylor’s Office Supply in downtown Tacoma, 
Washington. Taylor’s had been in business since 1948 but Al had no 
interest in continuing that operation other than incorporating as many 
of Taylor’s customers as possible.  

Not long after, Al partnered with Chuck Hellar and purchased Sacha 
Art and Engineering Supply Company. The two moved their nascent 
operation into the Sacha location and combined the office supply 
customers and engineering supply business into a new operation – 
Chuckals Office Supply (combining their names, Chuck + Al).

The Sacha operation had a retail store. Al and Chuck kept that 
store open for about a year but soon they realized it was not the 
market they wanted to pursue. “They wanted to play in the B2B 
space,” said Jon Rossman, current president of Chuckals Office 
Supply. “They had a number of engineering customers that they 
continued to see because they carried those supplies initially in 
addition to office supplies.”

I write this column in Chicago, having just 
attended the NeoCon show—as always a busy, 
bustling event that not only highlighted the latest 
developments in furniture and office design, but 
tested the fitness and stamina of all those who 
visited an event spread out over 19 floors and 
around 1.4 million square feet.

Much of the talk at the show focused on 
the effect of the increased government tariffs 
on certain Chinese imports. While there was 
general support for the stand that the Trump 
administration was taking against China, there 
was also concern that, at the end of the day, 
the cost burden of those tariffs just gets passed 
on through the industry, putting extra strain 
on already tight budgets at all levels. In the 
past week alone a number of vendors have 
announced price hikes on both imported and U.S. 
manufactured product.

We’re planning to look at the issue of tariffs and 
more closely in the next issue and would like to 
hear from you about how your dealerships have 
been affected. Please email me at the above 
address to let me know your thoughts on how the 
tariffs have been applied and how they are being 
handled within the industry.

There’ll also be more about the trends and 
award winners at NeoCon in the next issue, in 
the meantime, enjoy this month’s INDEPENDENT 
DEALER. We are welcoming a number of new 
columnists to the fold as well as hearing from 
some familiar faces. You might also notice that we 
have a shiny new website, so I’d like to invite you 
all to drop by and see what you think and finally 
to thank all those who worked so hard to get it up 
and running—it’s never as easy as it should be, 
as I’m sure many of you have discovered.

After 25 years the future looks 
promising for Chuckals Office Supply

WINNER’S
CIRCLE

»

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HxwdV4xRYvo
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Once the retail operation was closed Chuckals moved to a 
near-stockless operation. 

After the turn of the century the dealership started to sell 
office furniture. Initially furniture sales involved high-volume 
transactional sales to the U.S. Army. As that business 
declined further into the decade furniture sales evolved into 
more project business. “In 2007 our furniture business was 
$700,000,” says Jon. “This year we’ll probably reach more 
than $2 million.”

Jon joined Chuckals about eight years ago, at around the 
time industry wholesalers were first starting to promote the 
idea of selling janitorial products. 

At the same time Chuckals has continued to work on sales of 
art and engineering supplies. Jon explains that the dealership 
has maintained relationships with several different vendors. 
“We certainly cater to an architect-engineering technical 
customer should they need those supplies,” he said. 

In 2013, the dealership moved next door to where it had 
been operating, into a location had originally been a retail 
store and had more space than was needed. “We downsized 
to a more efficiently run operation,” said Jon. Since 
abandoning retail in the 90s Chuckals has been a stockless 
operation and today only maintains a limited supply of paper 
and a couple of toner SKUs. 

Jon originally joined Chuckals as an outside sales 

professional and in 2015 Al promoted him to vice president. 
There was no definite statement of responsibilities; instead Al 
and Jon tended to run operations in tandem. “There was always 
somewhat of an understanding of Al retiring at some point, but 
not necessarily a definition of what that looked like,” said Jon.

Jon continued to run the dealership and learn as much 
about company operations as he could beyond the sales 
department he already knew. Then in January 2017 Al went 
on an S. P. Richards’ trip to France and ended up staying on 
for almost a month. “That was when he decided he would 
really like to do more of that kind of thing and it got the ball 
rolling with him retiring and me taking over.”  

Currently Jon points to industry turbulence as one of his 
primary concerns. “There are the Amazon guys and the 
Staples and Essendant guys,” he says. “There are also the 
Office Depot guys and the S.P. guys.” His main effort is 
to maintain balance and keep those operations and their 
potential entanglements from influencing his operation. 
“We’ve decided we’re going to keep our head down, focus 
on ourselves and focus on what we can control,” he said. 

What that means is that from a business perspective, 
Chuckals has continued to evolve. “While serving our office 
supply customers we have to figure out how to educate 
them so that we can help transactionally with other product 
categories,” Jon added. »

/methodsnmotion /Marisa Pensawww.methodsnmotion.com

THE NEW DEFINITIVE BOOK ON PROSPECTING

Now
Available

The �rst book in the competitive selling series

http://www.methodsnmotion.com
https://www.amazon.com/Competitive-Selling-Guidebook-Proactive-Reactive/dp/1733853103/ref=sr_1_1?crid=10LYYK8IWIHE&keywords=competitive+selling+marisa+pensa&qid=1560335399&s=gateway&sprefix=competitive+selling+mar%2Caps%2C210&sr=8-1
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The first-ever Buy on 
Purpose golf tournament 
was held on May 6 at the 
Sweetwater Country Club in 
Sugarland, Texas. About 80 
golfers participated in the 
event and close to $5,300 
was raised to fight human 
trafficking.

“We have been donating 
to fight human trafficking for 
several years and wanted to 
do even more,” said Simon 
Lee, president of the Houston-based dealership. Buy on Purpose regularly 
donates 50 percent of its profits to fight human trafficking, provide clean 
water and promote adoption and child care. 

Golfers included vendors, customers, and friends and family of the 
dealership. Marketing materials were placed in every golf cart and before tee 
time a three-minute presentation explained the reasoning behind the event. 

“We want to be about more than just selling office supplies,” said Simon. 
“We want a higher purpose.” He plans to make the golf tournament an 
annual event. 

Houston dealer Buy on Purpose hosts golf 
tournament to fight human trafficking 

Earlier this year Walker’s Office Supplies, 
Auburn, California, purchased Express 
Office Products of Rancho Cordova, 
California, from former owners Jerry and 
Gail Bircher. The acquisition is hoped to 
increase sales for Walker’s by 45 percent. 

With solid janitorial sales at Walker’s 
Office Supplies, Jarrod Anderson, 
president and owner will focus on 
increasing janitorial sales at Express. 
“They haven’t done well with janitorial,” 
Jarrod said. “They have not had a 
specialist and weren’t really able to get off 
the ground.”

To help grow janitorial sales in Rancho 
Cordova, Walker’s janitorial specialist will 
concentrate their efforts on that market. 
For the foreseeable future the dealership 
will go forward in Rancho Cordova as 
Walker’s Express.

California’s Walker’s 
Office Supplies acquires 
Express Office Products

»

mailto:sales%40gopd.com?subject=
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For its city customers, Pay-LESS Office Products, Omaha, 
Nebraska, has started to offer deliveries of fresh fruit. “We 
went through all the testing and we rolled it out [mid-May] 
and it came out with a strong showing,” says Keith Powell, 
vice president and owner. 

The idea was that fresh fruit would be the perfect 
addition to any company’s wellness program. The program 
started as an internal offering and was so well received by 
Pay-LESS employees that the decision was easy. Keith 
spoke with the owner of the fruit company about resales and 
was told he could handle distribution.

Fruit baskets are offered in three sizes – 24 to 36 pieces, 
36 to 48 pieces and about 67 pieces. For now, deliveries are 
one day a week. Orders go in on Monday and get delivered 
to customers on Tuesday. Reusable coolers are housed 
on the delivery trucks to keep the fruit fresh in summer and 
protect it from freezing in winter. 

The service has been rolled out in the three larger cities 
served by the dealership – Omaha, Des Moines and Kansas 
City, Missouri. “Ten years ago we started to sell soft drinks 
and Diet Coke has become one of the biggest sellers we 
have,” said Keith. “We are really excited about this and I 
think it is going to be as big as Diet Coke.” 

Nebraska dealer Pay-LESS 
finds success selling fruit 

BOS Holdings, Roselle, Illinois, has found that LinkedIn 
is a great way to introduce sales to the market. As a 
Haworth dealer its Affordable Office Interiors division often 
decommissions existing furniture from its clients. “We 
clean it up, refurbish it and sell it as used which serves 
our small and mid-sized customers,” said George Lucas 
Pfeiffer, BOS chief marketing officer. 

The video posted on LinkedIn essentially announced 
the latest sale to the BOS team and also hit a number 
of top executives who represent potential customers. 
Because of the volume of furniture that has recently been 
processed by the dealership the latest sale featured 
rock-bottom prices to move furniture out the door.

“On average between 200 to 400 CEOs are the 
audience for these videos every week,” said George. 
After the sale is announced on LinkedIn it gets turned into 
a blog post on the corporate website and then moves to 
postings on other social media.

“LinkedIn has been an effective experiment,” said 
George. He tells how the videos have consistently 
attracted attention and even generated new hires. “There 
is a lot of clutter in the digital space,” he adds. “We have 
been able to tap into the attention generated on LinkedIn 
to move product.” 

Illinois dealer BOS uses LinkedIn 
to announce furniture sales

Keeney’s Office Supply & Office 
Interiors, Redmond, Washington, 
recently participated in the University 
of Washington Small Business Fair  
on the university’s Seattle campus. 

Washington dealer 
Keeney’s finds new 
buyers at university 
small business fair

“They invite small and diverse 
businesses to exhibit,” said Jill 
Cooper, account manager.

Buyers from every department at 
the university participate and attend 
the fair. Buyers tend to rotate through 
departments so there are always new 
people. “We educate people on how to 
find us on ARIBA, which is the ordering 
platform they use,” said Jill. 

Keeney’s regularly attends the 
university’s job fairs, both on its main 

campus and at a satellite location. 
“It was great,” she added. “We got a 
bunch of different leads for furniture.”  

»



»
1.800.762.0415 | psfurniture.com

Everything sounds better in Italiano. And everything looks better when created by an Italian. Enzo Ferrari 
built breathtaking cars. Giorgio Armani fashioned classic tuxedos. And renowned furniture designer 
Giancarlo Piretti devised PS Furniture’s exclusive new product line: the NIMA™ chair.

WIth NIMA™, Giancarlo Piretti has achieved an exquisite blend of engineering and elegance. 
His patented articulating back mechanism assures just the right amount of flex. And his commitment 
to creative minimalism has resulted in a line of chairs that are as arresting to look at as they are 
comfortable to sit in.

Experience Giancarlo’s most recent triumph and siediti* for yourself.

Siediti*
*Siediti means “have a seat” in Italian

INTRODUCING NIMA™ 

Designed by  
Giancarlo Piretti

http://www.psfurniture.com
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When Parkside Hospital, Tulsa, 
Oklahoma, announced a 5K run to 
raise funds for its food bank, Sundance 
Office in Broken Arrow, Oklahoma, 
stepped right up as a sponsor for the 
event. Sundance Cares picks a different 
charity to support each month and this 
April the hospital received the nod.

This year’s Parkside run added a 
twist and included dogs in what was 
called the By Your Side 5K Fun Run & 
Walk. “This was a new thing for them, 
and I think they were looking for a 
way to differentiate themselves,” says 
Chris Atherton, promotional products 
manager. He explained that this is 5K 
season in Tulsa and adding dogs to its 

Oklahoma dealer 
Sundance supports 
hospital 5K fun run

»

FSI Charlotte contest asks teachers 
what they need most
FSI, Charlotte, North Carolina, already recognizes teachers with 
an annual promotion tied in with the Carolina Panthers football 
team, but when it’s not football season, the dealership is just as 
eager to support their education-market customers. The result: 
the FSI Office Ultimate Teach Wish List, a new promotion that 
offered teachers a $250 grant. All they had to do was write an 
essay that explained their need and how they would spend the 
grant on the FSI web site. 

Starting early in April, the contest was promoted to FSI’s 
teacher data base using email marketing. After it was announced, 
the Ultimate Teach Wish List was also featured on the FSI website 
and social media. Winners were announced mid-May. 

“We had three contests in one really,” said Larry Jones, digital 
marketing manager. A separate contest was held in each of the 
states where the dealership has business—North and South 
Carolina, and Virginia. “We came up with winners in each of 
those areas: One in Virginia and three each in North and South 
Carolina,” said Larry. 

One teacher wrote how she would buy supplies her second 
graders could use for hands-on projects where they create paper 
and cardboard images to reinforce what they learn. A STEM 
teacher wrote how she would buy rechargeable batteries and 
chargers so she could stop buying and disposing of store-bought 
batteries. All the teachers wrote about real needs that go far 
beyond the supplies they are provided with. 

run gave Parkside a way to stand out. 
About 200 runners were registered 

and close to that many turned out for 
the run. “Bringing pets along really 
helped the numbers this year,” Chris 
added. Contests also were held for 
the best pet costume as well as Cutest 

Dog and Ugliest Dog. 
Sundance raised close to $400 

in support of the event. In addition 
Sundance provided signs for the Fun 
Run and also donated branded and 
unbranded gear to go into swag bags 
for runners. 

Eakes Office Solutions Grand Island, Nebraska, has 
acquired Miller Office Products of Sidney, Nebraska. 
Miller Office Products had been locally owned and 
operated by Tim and Dixie Miller since 1987. 

“Tim and Dixie ran their business on the same 
principles as Eakes: providing quality products, 
reliable service and a high level of customer care”, 
said Mark Miller, Eakes president and CEO. “We look 
forward to continuing that tradition.”

As part of Eakes Office Solutions’ continued 
growth, the Miller Office Products acquisition will 
broaden services into the Nebraska panhandle 
and strengthen business relationships in the area, 
added Mark.

Nebraska dealer Eakes 
acquires Miller Office Products
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Modern Metallic™ Organizers
Swing Clip

Report Covers
13-Pocket

Expanding Files

Add Style & Sophistication
to Your Workspace!

New for 
2019!

c-line.com • (800) 323-6084

CLI33311, Brilliant Black, 5/PK
CLI33316, Blackened Bronze, 5/PK

CLI53301, Horizontal, Brilliant Black, 1/EA
CLI53316, Vertical, Blackened Bronze, 1/EA

RJE Business Interiors in Indianapolis has promoted 
Shelly Langona to market president for its flagship 
location in Indianapolis and satellite location in Fort 
Wayne. Shelly (pictured) has gained expertise and 
knowledge in her 10 years at RJE and will oversee all 
aspects of the Indiana business.

“I am excited to continue driving success for the 
business,” said Shelly. “We have a strong footprint here 
in Indiana and my aim is to continue growing that positive 
brand across the region.” 

Denny Sponsel, 
RJE CEO and 
owner, will 
remain active in 
the Indianapolis 
business, but 
looks forward to 
dedicating more 
time to continued 
growth of the RJE 
Enterprise. 

Indianapolis dealer RJE names 
new president

Anniversaries recognize the number of years something 
has existed, so why limit their celebration to just one day or 
one month? That was just what Charlotte Wallace, owner 
of Carrollton Office Supply, Carrollton, Kentucky, thought 
when the dealership’s 35th anniversary rolled around. She 
is celebrating the anniversary year by a different post on the 
Carrollton Office Supply Facebook page each work day.

Every day a new name is posted on Facebook. Anyone 
with that name is invited to come into the store and receive 
a free gift. “We found a list of names online and we post 
a different name daily,” said Charlotte. Customers have 
to come to the store and prove it is their name even if the 
spelling is different. 

Almost every day someone comes into the store. “If it’s a 
more popular name it gets shared and the more that happens 
the more we have people in the store,” Charlotte said. Free 
gifts tend to be pens, highlighters or dry erase markers.

This unique celebration has been effective. “It actually gets 
people in the store who have never heard of us,” she added. 

Kentucky dealer Carrollton Office 
Supply Scores with unique 
anniversary celebration

LOTH, Inc., Columbus, Ohio, has been awarded a Top 
Workplaces 2019 honor by Columbus CEO magazine 
for the second year in a row. Recipients of the award are 
determined using employee feedback gathered through 
a third-party survey. The survey is anonymous and 
measures several aspects of workplace culture.

“Our people are our greatest asset,” said Jason Lawler, 
LOTH president. “It is our aspiration to nurture a team 
that is deeply connected to what we believe, how we 
behave and the experience we deliver. We are humbled 
to receive this award again in 2019.”

The survey collected data from employees covering 
seven areas. Areas evaluated included company values, 
management participation in employee development, 
confidence in company leadership, meaningfulness of 
work and similar measures of employee engagement 
and satisfaction.  

“The LOTH team takes pride in the culture it has 
collectively created,” said Kristin DeWitt, marketing 
manager. “How the employees work well together, stay 
engaged and are encouraged to better themselves—
personally and professionally—is a credit to the 
company’s leadership.”

Ohio dealer LOTH, Inc. Named 
2019 Top Workplace

http://www.c-line.com
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SECRETS of success
Miller Huggins – Anderson, Indiana
Named after baseball legend Miller 
Huggins, who led the New York 
Yankees to their first six American 
League pennants and three World 
Series championships during the 
1920s, this Anderson, Indiana-based 
dealership started out selling cash 
registers. Not long after the doors 
opened though, the business added 
other office equipment along with office 
supplies and furniture. Miller Huggins 
is locally owned and operated and now 
an employee-owned corporation. 

Equipment continues to be an 
important category at the company. 
“We sell copiers, printers, folding 
machines, shredders and plotters 
(large format printers),” says Steven 
Foster, president. “We’re a proud 
authorized Canon dealer and have 
been for more than 39 years.”

The company is structured in two 
divisions. The equipment department 
handles all equipment sales and 
services, while the office department 
looks after supply and furniture sales. 
Each section has its own customer 
solution specialist to ensure that 
customers’ needs are priority one. 

“Since I took over eight years ago 
I have diversified as customers 
continue to strive for a paperless 
office,” says Foster. In addition to 
more common new categories such 
as janitorial and breakroom, the 
dealership has also added education 
and medical products.  

When janitorial sales first started 
at Miller Huggins, a specialist was 
brought on board to help establish 
this category. That specialist is no 
longer there but the training has 
carried through and today the sales 
team is well prepared for this market. 
“Three years ago we were named 
one of the largest growing Jan/San 
dealers by Independent Stationers 
[now Independent Suppliers Group],” 

said Steven. Janitorial and breakroom 
products have become the two fastest 
growing categories at the company. 

Foster believes that as the 
industry continues to change due 
to acquisitions, alliances and other 
combinations, Miller Huggins will 
become even more competitive. 
“I’m trying to stay positive to see 
how this will shake out between 
bricks-and-mortar big box and other 
online competitors,” says Foster. 
As customers increase their online 
purchases he recognizes that Amazon 
might be his biggest competition.

There are no tricks to competing 
with online sellers, he suggests. 
Independent dealers have an edge 
because they’re able to offer personal 
services that are not available from 
online suppliers. “We deliver and 
set up everything we sell,” explains 
Foster. “When a customer buys a chair 
from Miller Huggins it’s assembled, 
operations are checked and it is 
delivered directly to the end user. If 
there’s a problem or any damage we 
take care of it on the spot.” 

That service approach is more 
challenging for the online sellers and 
big boxes of the world. Miller Huggins 
also works with customers, 
educates them about proper 
ergonomics and makes sure 
their workstations are properly 
organized.

“We want customers to 
understand that we’re there as 
product solution specialists, 
not just to tell them what’s 
for sale online,” says Foster. 
When salespeople are 
challenged by a customer’s 
request, they will bring this 
back to the company to 
discuss their concerns with 
the tenured management 
team. “Management will 

Key management team 
members: Steven Foster: 
president/COB, Kent Freeman: 
Corporate Treasurer/Secretary
Products carried: Office Supplies / 
Janitorial / Breakroom / Equipment / 
Furniture / Educational / Medical  
Year founded: 1932
Number of employees: 19
Key business partners: 
Independent Suppliers Group 
(Proud Founder #0004),  
Essendant, Canon 
http://www.millerhuggins.com

brainstorm to find the best solution and 
how we can assist that customer to 
achieve their goals,” he adds. 

Miller Huggins maintains a retail store 
in downtown Anderson that’s open 
Monday through Friday. Foster has 
seen retail competition diminish from 
three big box stores in the immediate 
market to just one. “Walk-in traffic is 
better than it used to be but that is not 
a target,” says Foster. The company 
focuses on commercial sales, which 
are critical for success. Still the retail 
store has an open-door policy so 
business customers can come in 
and try out a new pen or look at the 
latest products. “If we have residential 
customers who walk in, they are more 
than welcome to purchase as well.”

http://www.millerhuggins.com
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When it has to be precise, it has to be .

Delight in the details with America’s #1 selling* rolling ball pen. The precision tip, 
ultra-smooth ink and unparalleled writing performance of the Precise V5/V7 will 
help you craft every exquisite detail with a precise, clean line every time.
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If you have news to share - email it to  
news@IDealerCentral.com

»

The boards of the Independent 
Suppliers Group (ISG), Pinnacle 
Affiliates and TriMega Purchasing 
Association have approved a definitive 
merger agreement that outlines the 
terms of the historic combination of the 
three organizations. 

Pinnacle and TriMega shareholders 
have already given their nod to the 
merger, with Pinnacle members 
unanimously backing the deal and over 
two thirds of Trimega members voting 
in the affirmative. The result of the ISG 
shareholders’ vote is due early in the 
week of June 17, with their approval 
expected.

Meanwhile, further details have 
emerged about how the new organization 
will look, including the name, location, 
leadership and board of directors of the 
new group.

The new entity will continue to use the 
ISG name, although its headquarters will 
be located in the current TriMega offices 
in Rosemont on the outskirts of Chicago.

In terms of the leadership team, 
TriMega president Mike Maggio has 
been named as CEO and current ISG 
CEO Mike Gentile will move to the 
Chicago area and take up the role of 
president. Charles Foreman, COO at 
ISG, will take on the role of EVP of sales 
and marketing, Tom Hoffmann, VP 
of purchasing at TriMega, and Gene 
Rigitano, VP of Finance at TriMega will 
continue to occupy the same posts within 
the new group.

The board of directors of ISG will 
initially comprise 13 members, five from 
TriMega and four each from Pinnacle 
and the current ISG entity. The board 
members are: Ian Wist, George Wood, 

Thomas Jordan, Gary Ables, Yancey 
Jones Sr, Dave Guernsey, Bruce Eaton, 
Kevin Johnson, John Leighton, Tonya 
Horn, Jordan Kudler, Brian Kerr and Tim 
Triplett.

Contingent upon ISG shareholder 
approval, the merger is expected to 
close on July 1. Full integration of all three 
groups is then expected to proceed 
through the third quarter and complete 
no later than October 1.

Dealer group merger agreed, ratified 
by Pinnacle and TriMega members

Following last month’s disappointing 
news from the General Services 
Administration (GSA) regarding its 
e-commerce platform, the GSA has 
now issued a request for information 
(RFI) from industry on the upcoming 
consolidated Multiple Award 
Schedules (MAS).

The agency said input is being 
sought for the proposed single 
solicitation MAS format, which it 
announced last November and 
involves the amalgamation of the 
existing 24 MAS into one schedule for 
products and services by October 1.

“We’ve worked to remove legacy, 
duplicative, and unnecessary clauses 
so that it’s easier to buy and sell with 
the federal government. Our goal is to 
reduce the administrative burden for 
all who interact with GSA schedules, 
and this RFI will allow us to further 
hear from industry on the needs of 
today’s buyers and sellers,” said GSA 
administrator Emily Murphy.

According to GSA, Phase One of the 
project, creating the new consolidated 
schedule, will be completed during 
FY19. The new schedule will be 
organized by categories mapped to 

the current governmentwide category 
structure. GSA is reviewing all the 
special item numbers (SINs) currently 
available under GSA schedules and 
once complete, the new proposed SINs 
will be available for public comment.

GSA issues RFI on Multiple Award Schedules

mailto:news%40IDealerCentral.com?subject=
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Did you miss out on the  
Back-To-School supply list business 

in your area? 
Contact us to find out how 
FriendsOffice in Ohio and 

Tierney’s in KC generated over 
$120,000 in sales this season! 
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Dealer franchise network OfficeZilla has announced that it has 
appointed S.P. Richards as its first-call wholesaler.

A statement from OfficeZilla claimed that S.P. Richards had 
pledged its support for and endorsement of the OfficeZilla 
affiliate model as an important channel for its own future 
growth.

“We’re seeing a transformation in the business products 
industry as the separation between suppliers and competitors 
becomes less distinct,” said Kristen Murphy, general 
manager of OfficeZilla.

“Even though this industry has seen its fair share of 
consolidation, we know that with the right tools and resources 
these independent dealers can succeed. We feel confident 
that S.P. Richards and OfficeZilla share an equal commitment 
to the independent dealer channel that will benefit 
entrepreneurs in the business products industry.”

OfficeZilla said that it would proactively work with S.P. 
Richards to offer dealers “aggressive pricing, competitive 
freight programs, rigorous service level commitments and 
robust sales support”.

“This partnership with OfficeZilla underscores our 
combined commitment to supporting independent dealers,” 
said SPR CEO Rick Toppin. “We know that this relationship 
will support OfficeZilla’s growth, which will continue to benefit 
SMBs in the business products industry.”

Three of the aftermarket toner 
manufacturers named in a patent 
lawsuit filed by Canon have issued 
statements following the International 
Trade Commission’s (ITC) decision to 
end its investigation.

Following our report last month that the 
ITC had agreed to review its decision in 
favor of the firms, it later emerged that 
the commission finally concluded that 
Print-Rite, Ninestar and Aster Graphics 
(and various subsidiaries of these 
three companies) had not infringed on 
Canon’s patents pursuant to a lawsuit 
that the OEM had filed in March 2018.

Ninestar-owned Static Control and 
Aster both said they were “pleased” 
with the ITC’s decision, while Print-Rite 
claimed that it “is certainly a setback 
for Canon”.

Aftermarket toner firms respond to favorable ITC decision

OfficeZilla franchise network 
names SPR first call

All three companies underlined their 
commitment to respecting intellectual 
property rights and highlighted their 
own R&D investments to produce 
non-infringing workarounds to 
Canon’s patents.

“[We have] always been aware of the 
importance of understanding the scope 
of what is and, more importantly, what 
is not covered by other’s intellectual 
property,” said Static Control. “[We] 
will continue to defend the aftermarket 
and remain vigorous in our defence 
of designs which do not infringe valid 
claims of OEM patents.”

Print-Rite adopted an almost 
conciliatory tone: “We also insist that 
OEM and compatible vendors are a 
natural match in the printing industry,” 
it stated. “There might be competition 

between the two, but they are not each 
other’s enemy. Therefore, this ITC case 
is only a part of the commercial social 
ecology; there is no winner or loser, let 
alone a patent war.”

Print-Rite also predicted the 
possibility that Canon might appeal 
against the ITC’s determination, 
something that was confirmed by 
Canon shortly afterwards.

Toytoy at the English Wikipedia

The U.S. International 
Trade Commission

mailto:jkilies%40classkit.com?subject=
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Dealer group AOPD has announced the dates and venue 
for its 2020 Annual Meeting, which will take place at 
The Fairmont in Dallas, Texas from Sunday, March 8 to 
Wednesday, March 11.

To cut down on travel expenses and time for dealer 
members and business partners, the Direct Purchasing 
Catalog Group (DPCG) will hold its Annual Catalog Meeting 
immediately following the conclusion of the AOPD meeting, 
also at The Fairmont. The DPCG meeting will take place 
Wednesday, March 11 and Thursday, March 12.

“AOPD is pleased to be holding its 2020 Annual Meeting 
in Dallas,” said Mark Leazer, AOPD executive director. 
“Some of the planning already undertaken for the anticipated 
Industry Week has helped shape some changes for next 
year. Although Industry Week is not happening, we believe 
many in our channel strongly support the “CEO” concept put 
forth by BSA—to consolidate, eliminate redundant costs and 
optimize industry meetings.

“So, we opted for a central location in a major airline hub for 
easier travel. We are cutting out a half day by ending at noon 

on Wednesday, while maintaining our popular and valuable 
format. With the central location most attendees will get home 
a day earlier. Did we mention time and monetary savings? 
Also, we are pleased to be co-located again with DPCG’s 
event so that these two industry meetings can remain 
together. We anticipate another exciting and productive 
meeting with our dealers and business partners next year in 
Big D,” continued Leazer.

Separate invitations, reservation information and details for 
each group will be sent at the end of the year.

AOPD and DPCG announce 
2020 meeting dates

Mark Leazer, AOPD 
executive director

»
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The Business Solutions Association (BSA) has named two 
industry professionals who will be honored at its annual 
forum later this year.

Innovative Office Solutions president and CEO Jennifer 
Smith was named as the recipient of this year’s Leadership 
Award. Smith’s career spans 34 years in the business 
products industry. She began working for Dayton-Hudson 
and went on to work for Town & Country Office Products, US 
Office Products and Medcare Products. She founded and 
became the CEO of Innovative Office Solutions in 2001. 

“Jennifer Smith is clearly a leader in our industry,” said 
BSA President Barry Lane, Avery Company. “Throughout 
her career, Jennifer has displayed those leadership 
qualities and traits that made her stand apart from others.  
BSA is very pleased to honor Jennifer Smith with its 2019 
Leadership Award.” 

Smith is on the Forum for the Women’s Business 
Enterprise National Council (WBENC) Board, Dealer 
Advisory Board of Essendant, Minnesota Vikings Women’s 
Advisory Council and the InSports Foundation, the 
charitable arm of Innovative Office Solutions. 

Also at the BSA Forum, the association will present its 
2019 Legend of the Industry Award to Yancey Jones, 
current executive vice president of The Supply Room. 
Having spent a number of years outside the office products 
industry, Jones purchased Meade & Company in Ashland, 
Virginia when his father retired from the business in 1981. In 
1986 Meade merged with two other dealerships to form The 
Supply Room Companies, changing its name the following 
year to Office America Inc.

Jones purchased The Supply Room from Office America, 
Inc. in 1988. Since then The Supply Room has grown 

tremendously, acquiring nearly 40 
companies throughout Virginia, 
Maryland and DC.

Jones will be honored at the 
special Legends of the Industry 
Luncheon September 5, while Smith 
will receiver her award during the 
President’s Awards Dinner that 
evening. Both events will take place 
during the BSA Annual Forum, 
September 4-5 at The Renaissance, 
The Depot in downtown Minneapolis, 
Minnesota.

BSA to honor Innovative’s 
Jennifer Smith and TSR’s 
Yancey Jones at 2019 Forum

TSR’s Yancey Jones (top), Innovative’s 
Jennifer Smith (below)

http://www.nopanet.org
mailto:mike%40iopfda.com?subject=
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The ballots have been counted and the 2019 winners of the 
Office Furniture Dealers Alliance (OFDA) Manufacturer of 
the Year awards have been chosen. This year’s categories 
include Case Goods, Filing, Seating, Storage, Tables and 
Workstation/Systems. Participation in the survey was up 40% 
over 2018, adding further validation to this year’s awards.

After a strong performance in 2018, Affordable Interior 
Systems (AIS) extended its winning streak for a third year in the 
Case Goods, Seating and Workstation/Systems categories. 
AIS also earned honors in the Tables category this year.

The Global Furniture Group was a repeat winner in  
the Filing category and added a second win in the  
Storage category. The awards were presented at the 
recent NeoCon show in Chicago.

Case goods Affordable Interior Systems (AIS)
Filing Global Furniture Group
Seating Affordable Interior Systems (AIS)
Storage Global Furniture Group
Tables Affordable Interior Systems (AIS)
Workstations/Systems Affordable Interior Systems (AIS)

OFDA announce 2019 Dealers’ Choice Award winners 
Industry News CONTINUED FROM PAGE 19

»

“The results of this survey let dealers see where 
their primary suppliers rank against the competition. 
Manufacturers can use the results to gauge more precisely 
what dealers are looking for and adapt their products and 
services to better meet those needs,” said Mike Tucker, 
OFDA president. “Those who weren’t recognized have 
valuable feedback for use in future planning—a useful and 
valuable member benefit in either case.”

Arts, crafts and office products maker Tombow has 
announced the appointment of Steve Robinson as the 
company’s new director of sales for North and South America.

Robinson brings more than 35 years of art and craft 
industry experience to the position. His vision is to ensure 
the shopper experience is consistent at every step creating 
a seamless all-commerce approach, linking digital with brick 
and mortar, Tombow said.

 “We are excited to now have Steve’s years of experience 
and expertise as part of 
the Tombow leadership 
team,” said Jeffery Hinn, 
American Tombow’s 
president and CEO. “His 
extensive knowledge 
of retail, including 
eCommerce and broad 
channel distribution, will 
be a tremendous asset 
to our company as we 
continue to grow.”

Tombow announces new 
director of sales for North 
and South America Imaging solutions firm Lexmark has unveiled its Cloud 

Print Infrastructure (CPI), which utilizes the Internet 
of Things (IoT) and cloud technologies to improve its 
managed print services (MPS) offering.

Customers can use the subscription service to access 
a modern, secure print environment in which they pay 
for print capacity rather than owning and managing the 
physical infrastructure. 

This approach to enterprise printing could enable IT 
departments to reduce costs by removing infrastructure 
and management burden, while ensuring a higher level 
of user experience. For purchasing departments that 
manage RFPs and complex billing the offering provides 
flexible subscription pricing options.

“As organizations seek to remove IT complexity, 
Lexmark Cloud Print Infrastructure as a Service builds on 
Lexmark’s MPS leadership to simplify how our customers 
approach print,” said Allen Waugerman, Lexmark senior 
vice president and chief technology officer. “We can now 
take on a full range of their print infrastructure challenges, 
allowing the customer to focus on the print capacity they 
need while we take care of the rest.”

For more information click here.

Lexmark launches new approach 
to enterprise print with Cloud Print 
Infrastructure service

Members of the AIS leadership team receiving their OFDA awards at 
NeoCon 2019: (from left) Nick Haritos, Brianne Devine, Mike Tucker 
(OFDA), Tracy Reed, Bill Stewich and Bruce Platzman.

https://www.lexmark.com/en_us/services/managed-print-services/cloud-print-infrastructure.html
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Jan/San dealer sales and marketing organisation The United 
Group (TUG) recently recognized 21 member stockholders 
and 22 preferred suppliers for their outstanding support of 
the organization in the past year. The awards were presented 
at the group’s annual National Conference in April. 

TUG awards are grouped by market segment—
Foodservice, Jan/San and Industrial Packaging—and are 
based in part on growth of rebates over the previous year. 
Winners must also demonstrate an increase in the number 
of United Group member or supplier partners they are 
doing business with.

Awards are categorized into three levels—Silver, Gold 
and Pinnacle—with the highest honor being named 
Member or Supplier of the Year.

This year’s top honors went to Hopkins Sales Co. of 
Easton, MD for Member of the Year and The Packaging 
Wholesalers of Elgin, IL for Supplier of the Year. Other 
awards were as follows:

2019 Silver Members: Trio Supply Company (Fridley, 
MN) and Atlas Restaurant Supply (South Bend, IN) 
for Foodservice, Tomar Industries (Adelphia, NJ) and 
Delaware Valley Packaging Group (Bensalem, PA) for 
Packaging, and Country Clean (Ocean, NJ) and Leonard 
Brush & Chemical Co. (Louisville, KY) for Jan/San.

2019 Gold Members: Larsen Supply Co. (Council 
Bluffs, IA) and Janitorial Emporium (Torrance, CA) for 
Foodservice, Sigma Supply of North America (Hot Springs, 
AR) and MarkPack, Inc. (Coopersville, MI) for Industrial 
Packaging, and Lucky Supply (Maspeth, NY) and DeSoto 
Janitorial Supply (DeSoto, TX) for Jan/San.

2019 Pinnacle Members: Friendly Wholesale Co. 
(Wooster, OH) and SourceOne Supply (fka Heinrich Paper 
& Supply, Zanesville, OH) for Foodservice, Breckenridge 
Paper & Packaging Co. (Huron, OH) and Packaging 
Systems of Indiana (Lafayette, IN) for Packaging, and 
Sierra Supply & Packaging (Chandler, TX) and Omaha 
Compound Co. (Omaha, NE) for Jan/San.

The United Group honors 
top members and suppliers 
at annual conference

2019 Silver Suppliers: Durable Packaging (Wheeling, IL) 
and Boxit Corporation (Cleveland, OH) for Foodservice, 
Inteplast-AmTopp (Livingston, NJ) and Alliance Rubber Co. 
(Hot Springs, AR) for Industrial Packaging, Inteplast-Pitt 
(Livingston, NJ) and Nilodor (Bolivar, OH) for Jan/San, and 
in a new category, R.J. Schinner Co. (Menomonee Falls, WI) 
was honored with the Silver Redistributor Award.

2019 Gold Suppliers: Western Plastics (Calhoun, GA) and 
Foodhandler, Inc. (Reno, NV) for Foodservice, Berry Global 
(Montvale, NJ) and Heartland Label Printers (Little Chute, 
WI) for Packaging, von Drehle Corp. (Hickory, NC) and 
Chase Products (Broadview, IL) for Jan/San, and R3 (Elk 
Grove Village, IL) for redistributor.

2019 Pinnacle Suppliers: AJM Packaging Corp. 
(Bloomfield Hills, MI) and Nordic Cold Chain Solutions 
(Reno, NV) for Foodservice, Shurtape Technologies 
(Hickory, NC) and VersaPak (Celina, OH) for Packaging, 
CascadesPro (Candiac, Quebec, CN) and Golden Star 
(Overland Park, KS) for Jan/San, and Essendant (Deerfield, 
IL) for redistributor.

The Packaging Wholesalers (Elgin, IL) celebrated a Supplier of the 
Year win. From left: Eve Rhodes, SE regional sales mgr, Brenda 
Marasa, VP of national accounts, Mike Hrbacek, president/CEO, and 
Brian Payne, NE regional sales mgr

Lori Schmidt and son Nick Schmidt of Hopkins Sales Co. (Easton, MD) 
proudly accepted The United Group’s Member of the Year Award »
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Commercial office furniture and seating manufacturer AIS has 
launched a new online tool to help dealers, designers and end 
users configure and style AIS task chairs in a variety of colors, 
fabrics, finishes and ergonomic adjustments.

“We created the Product Stylist to make it easy to visualize the 
many options possible on our task seating lines—and assist with 
the specification process,” said Brianne Devine, AIS director 
of seating and tables. “There are so many great possible 
combinations and it’s powerful to see options in an easy and 
highly visual interface.”

The Product Stylist is available on the AIS website. No login is 
needed and users start by selecting among the brands of AIS 
task chairs. An image of the basic chair appears along with a 
base price. The user can customize the chair with arm style, 
base finish, frame color, back material and seat upholstery. 

At each step, the user can view the image of the chair from 
the front, side and back. With each option or change made, 
the image and price update automatically. Once complete, the 
Product Stylist produces a photorealistic image with pricing and 
product codes, and a downloadable PDF for sharing.

AIS launches online Product Stylist 
tool to easily configure task chairs 

National office furniture wholesaler COE Distributing celebrated the 
expansion of its Smock, PA distribution center last month with a ribbon 
cutting ceremony. JD Ewing, president and CEO of the third-generation, 
family-owned company cut the ribbon on the now 270,000 square foot 
facility in front of COE team members, sales reps, vendors, construction 
contractors and local officials. Ground breaking began almost two years 
ago for the expansion, which was completed two days before the ceremony. 

Clover Imaging Group has rolled out a new partner 
program designed to encourage dealers to move 
away from OEM supplies and sell its remanufactured 
products.

Under the firm’s Silver Bullet program, dealers 
will receive up to 30% off their current pricing if 
they convert accounts that currently purchase HP 
imaging supplies to Clover’s printer cartridges. 

“In today’s competitive market, dealers are looking 
for an edge. This program is the newest in our line 
of partner solutions to help dealers enhance their 
profitability and gain market share, while providing 
their customers with additional value,” said Eric 
Martin, president of Clover. 

To participate, dealers must sign up for the 
program and convert their OEM buying accounts to 
Clover. They will then secure immediate discounted 
pricing, not rebates and also be eligible for preferred 
pricing on lead-generating marketing services and 
access to the technical and training services offered 
under the Clover Imaging Group umbrella of partner 
solutions.

For more information on Clover’s Silver Bullet 
program, visit the website.

Meanwhile, Clover has announced that it will 
donate a brand-new Harley-Davidson Iron 883 
motorcycle to be raffled off at The Jillian Fund Annual 
Gala that will be held at the Venetian in Garfield Park, 
New Jersey on October 30.

All proceeds from the auction will go to the Jillian 
Fund, a charitable organization that provides 
financial support for parents with children facing 
serious, life-threatening illness. The Jillian Fund 
also provides academic financial support to young 
women who demonstrate Jillian’s legacy of living by 
example and conquering fear with faith.

“We are honored to donate this bike to help 
raise funds for such an amazing cause,” said Jim 
Cerkleski, Clover chairman of the board. “We have 
been involved with the Jillian Fund for about four 
years now and it is truly amazing to see the impact of 
their efforts.”

To learn more about the Jillian Fund Gala and how 
to purchase raffle tickets, click here.

Clover launches new 
Silver Bullet partner 
program in attempt to 
convert HP customers

https://www.ais-inc.com/products/product-stylist
http://info.cloverimaging.com/silver-bullet-program
http://info.cloverimaging.com/Harley
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NOPA News
IOPFDA Announces 2019 
Scholarship Recipients
The Scholarship Fund of the Independent Office Products and 
Furniture Dealers Association (IOPFDA) has announced the 44 winners 
of its one-year scholarships for the 2019-2020 academic year.

Under the chairmanship of IOPFDA board member Wendy Pike, 
president of Twist Office Products, the IOPFDA Scholarship Committee 
awarded a total of $29,000 in scholarships for the coming year.

RECIPIENT MEMBER ORGANIZATION
Madison Adams ...............Forrer Business Interiors
Taylor Alton ......................The Paper Clip
Andrew Apicella ..............Shane’s School Kits
Emma Apicella .................Shane’s School Kits
Melanie Arokiaswamy .....All State Legal
Tiffanie Arokiaswamy .....All State Legal
Randy Avila ......................Trimega / A.M. Capens Co.
Anastasia Baird ...............Essendant
Mary-Peyton Bell .............Howard D Happy
Evan Cowan .....................All State Legal
Nicholas Dahlquist ..........Twist Office Products
Kagan Estes .....................Coastal Office Solutions
Grayson Fries ..................Eakes Office Solutions
Kiera Grade ......................Forrer Business Interiors
Katie Grace Henderson ..iOffice
Madyson Jett ...................Essendant
David Landeros Cortes ...Forrer Business Interiors
Angelo Lauro IV ...............S.P. Richards
Marissa Levendoski ........Charles Ritter Company

“On behalf of the IOPFDA, I would like to congratulate these accomplished students. Each of these young men and women 
has demonstrated intelligence, leadership and motivation. We believe each student will continue their development in college 
to go on to impact the future positively. It is an honor for us to make an investment in these students and we extend our best 
wishes to each of the new IOPFDA Scholars that represent our industry,” said Pike.

Employees and immediate family members of all National Office Products Alliance (NOPA) and Office Furniture Dealers 
Alliance (OFDA) member companies are eligible to apply for annual scholarships. Since its founding more than 50 years 
ago with a $5,000 donation from Jennie Zachs, the founder of the C-Thru Ruler Company, the IOPFDA Scholarship Fund has 
given more than $2.5 million in scholarships to deserving young students connected to our industry.

RECIPIENT  MEMBER ORGANIZATION
Rylee Holland ($3,000)  ............ S.P. Richards
Isabel Seay ($2,500) ................. Forrer Business Interiors
Sarah Beck ($2,000) ................. Business Essentials
Waverly Kennedy ($1,000) ....... Kennedy Office
Jonathan Bayert ($1,000) ........ Shane’s School Kits

Shane Marsh ....................Allwest Furnishings Ltd.
Jennifer Mays ..................Howard D Happy
Samantha Meyer .............Twist Office Products
April Montooth .................Mac Papers
Hanna Mueller ..................Schriefer’s Office Equipment
Kalli Murphy .....................Forrer Business Interiors
Kendra Murphy ................Forrer Business Interiors
Ray Nierman ....................Eakes Office Solutions
Macy Nolan ......................AHI Enterprises
Jordanne Orlowski ..........Essendant
Kendra Sears ...................Eakes Office Solutions
Amiiah Smith ...................Millers Supplies at Work
Olivia Smith ......................FSI Office
Molly Snakenberg ...........S.P. Richards
Vincent Sturniolo ............Guernsey, Inc
Brianna Summers ...........Essendant
Katherine Volz..................Charles Ritter Company
Maggie Whitman..............Mac Papers
Haley Wilton .....................Wilton’s Office Works
Nicholas Zeller-Singh .....AAA Business Supplies & Interiors

THE FOLLOWING STUDENTS WILL RECEIVE A $500 AWARD:

THE TOP FIVE STUDENTS WILL RECEIVE THE FOLLOWING:
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Post-it® Extreme Notes stick in 
tough conditions and help you 
communicate to get any job done.

• Made with Dura-Hold™ Paper and Adhesive
• Water-resistant, durable and writable
• Sticks to textured surfaces and in tough conditions
•  Holds in hot and cold environments
• Use indoor/outdoor
• Removes cleanly

Not recommended for use on paper or delicate surfaces.  
For best results, apply to dry surface to hold in wet conditions.

Contact your local office supplies dealer
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By Michael Chazin

Dealers active in janitorial 
sales have increased 
their knowledge, added 
experienced staff and 
started to compete at a much 
higher level. Success has 
opened up sales for new 
product lines and expanded 
sales of existing products. 
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In the last decade distribution of 
janitorial supplies has changed 
dramatically as increasing numbers of 
independent office products dealers 
have entered the category. At one 
time traditional janitorial distributors 
pretty much had this category to 
themselves. That’s no longer the case 
as independents, big boxes and online 
sources have all entered the fray. More 
recently, the market has intensified 
still further as new entities, such as 
Home Depot’s HD Supply division, 
have arrived on the scene and existing 
players have forged new alliances to 
bolster their position. 

In the past five years, Innovative 
Office Solutions of Burnsville, 
Minnesota, has seen its janitorial 
supplies business triple. Ryan 
Burgwald, chief sales officer, explains 
that the dealership has emphasized 
facility sales and expects growth to 
bring the category up to 24 percent 
of sales. “We’ve moved into different 
verticals, have added personnel and 
have a greater focus in this category 
beyond selling,” he says. “There is 
a tremendous growth opportunity in 
this category and we can absolutely 
compete in most situations.”

Eaton Office Supply in Amherst, 
New York, has experienced similar 
category growth. Janitorial products 
now account for 12 percent of overall 
sales dollars, up some 30 percent 
compared to just three years ago. 
Eaton’s started its Jan/San journey 
back in August of 2008 and in January 
of the following year joined the AFFLINK 
Jan/San buying organization. “It was a 
good opportunity to learn that product 
category quickly, who the vendors 
were, to build relationships and come 
up with a market plan,” says Bob 
MacDonald, product category manager 
for janitorial supplies. 

Eaton’s expects to be up two or three 
points per year in facility supplies. 
A lot of that growth will come from 
communicating with existing accounts 
and letting them know these supplies 

are available. “Because a lot of people 
still go to the wholesale club to pick 
it up or struggle to deal with a local 
janitorial dealer with minimum order 
requirements,” says MacDonald.

Sales of janitorial supplies have 
grown for the past decade and become 
a large part of daily life at Walker’s 
Office Supplies in Auburn, California. 
Following the addition of a janitorial 
specialist in 2010 the dealership started 
to do small bathroom makeovers. The 
dealership went in with a package 
of paper towels, toilet paper, seat 
covers, soap, air fresheners and free 
dispensers. “Bite the bullet and give 
them free dispensers, hang them 
for free and stuff them,” says Jarrod 
Anderson, president and owner. At that 
point, he adds, the dealership becomes 
the source for a whole new category 
with that customer. 

Focus on bathrooms
The experience gained through redoing 
customer bathrooms enabled Walker’s 
to gain a deeper knowledge of the 
janitorial category. So many times, says 
Anderson, dealers move too quickly 
and try talking to their customer’s facility 
director before they’re even ready to 
have that conversation. 

After doing one bathroom at a time 
for a few years, the experience gained 

enabled the dealership to win larger 
janitorial sales. 

Innovative adopted a similar strategy, 
concentrating on essential restroom 
supplies. The offering encompasses 
towels, toilet paper, can liners and 
soap. “We could keep it super simple, 
train on that and our sales reps who 
are not janitorial specific could go out 
and have that conversation,” says 
Burgwald. He talks about focusing on 
what he calls “the center of the plate” 
and keeping the conversation simple. 

Innovative sales reps take this 
offering to their customers and are 
supported by category experts who 
can continue that Jan/San conversation 
for more demanding opportunities.

Burgwald says that this process has 
uncovered a range of possibilities that 
define bathroom aesthetics. “You can 
walk into a bathroom, take a look and 
know that it isn’t up to par.” Often, he 
says, the dispensers will look like they 
have been up for a long time. “That’s a 
significant play for the office channel,” 
he says. If the bathroom looks out of 
date, it’s probably an easy conversation 
to have as the current supplier isn’t 
doing its job. 

Innovative built on its early success 
with bathroom makeovers and moved 
into broader facility sales, targeting, 
among others, property management 
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firms and K-12 school systems. Organic 
growth in the category led to deeper 
associations with chemical suppliers 
and then an equipment provider. “We 
feel that we’ve graduated to the next 
level and can be that complete janitorial 
solution,” says Burgwald. 

Facility supplies is the fastest growing 
category at Storey Kenworthy, Des 
Moines, Iowa. “From outside the front 
door, through the building and out back 
to the dumpster, we can take care of 
every single need that the customer 
has,” says John Guenther, facility 
solutions specialist. Current office 
products customers readily provide 
warm introductions to the person in 
charge of facilities. “We also scout out 
bigger players in the market who don’t 
currently do business with us,” he says. 

Through an association that one 
of the owners has, Storey Kenworthy 
has established a reciprocal sales 
agreement with a local janitorial dealer 
in Des Moines. “Their owner is close 
personal friends with our owner,” says 
Guenther. “They came to an agreement 
on how to move forward and increase 
business for both organizations.” 

Storey Kenworthy has used this 

association to pick up new sales as 
well as benefit from direct manufacturer 
contract pricing using the dealer as 
the conduit. “Direct manufacturer 
relationships are still key,” he adds. 
“The Clarke equipment line was 
recently added to the Storey Kenworthy 
lineup and has added revenue streams 
not traditionally enjoyed in the past.”

More ways to grow
Buying a janitorial dealer is yet 
another way for an office products 
dealer to establish itself in the facilities 
marketplace. That’s the approach The 
Supply Room, Richmond, Virginia, took 
when it acquired a janitorial dealer in 
Richmond in the second half of 2017. 
“We were growing in janitorial, but it 
was really with our office customers,” 
says Yancey Jones Jr., COO. “Once 
we got that expertise it not only 
expanded our product line but it got 
us into verticals that we weren’t in with 
traditional office sales.” Those new 
verticals include manufacturing, food 
processing, automotive and healthcare.

TSR had janitorial specialists on 
staff already but with the addition 
of experienced janitorial supply 

salespeople their numbers have grown 
tremendously. “Their task is to grow the 
category with our general reps,” says 
Jones. “They go in as subject matter 
experts with our account managers to 
uncover opportunities.” The message 
to those generalist sales reps is you 
don’t need to become an expert. “We’re 
asking them to identify where the 
opportunities may be and then we can 
bring in the experts to close the deal.”

When Innovative Office Solutions first 
started to look at selling to property 
management firms it saw the need 
to join The Building Owners and 
Managers Association (BOMA). “We 
quickly learned that these people are all 
tightly networked,” says Burgwald. 

In response, Innovative positioned 
itself as a community-minded seller and 
focused on establishing relationships. 
That approach paid off when the 
manager at one of the larger buildings 
in Minneapolis referred to Innovative 
as a “breath of fresh air”, commenting 
on its straightforward communications 
style, ease of online ordering along and 
the ability to purchase other product 
categories as key elements of the 
dealership’s value proposition. »
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At A-Z Office Resource in Memphis, 
Terry Hammond was first hired as a 
janitorial specialist and then moved into 
sales management covering Memphis, 
Nashville and Columbia Tennessee 
and Huntsville, Alabama. 

After that move janitorial sales did a 
slight back slide until about nine months 
ago when a new specialist was hired. 
“The Jan/San segment is so large and 
requires so much specialty knowledge 
that our general office products people 
just don’t have,” he says. 

“I think growth in our market is going to 
come from building service contractors,” 
says Hammond. As salespeople review 
their accounts and look at freestanding 
buildings with just one tenant, there 
is usually a contractor that comes in 
and supplies a full range of janitorial 
services. “It’s a difficult market to 
penetrate because the really big ones 
go direct,” he says, and the smaller ones 
each have their own challenge. “We are 
working with some contractors now to 
partner with them,” he adds. 

Competition increases 
Competition seems to increase every 
time a dealer turns around. “It’s getting 
tougher all the time with companies 
like Staples and even Lowe’s and 
Home Depot carrying housekeeping 
and janitorial products now,” says 
Hammond. “You can walk into Home 
Depot and buy a commercial grade 
cleaner, which would have been more 
difficult to do ten years ago.” It points to 
the fact, he suggests, that everybody is 
getting into the janitorial supplies space. 

Competition depends on who the 
customer is, says Walker’s Anderson. 
“That’s why I stay away from public 
entity stuff because it’s just a field that 
I don’t compete well in,” he says. All 
the janitorial dealers are competing 
for this business along with Home 
Depot’s HD Supply. “When it’s just 
the little stuff you know you run up 
against Amazon, Costco and Staples,” 
he says. “If you are a sales rep for an 
independent office supply company 

and you add value to that customer, 
that’s a differentiator. But if you expect 
them to go online and reorder, there is 
no added value—then you’re not going 
to get it.”

In terms of vertical markets, Walker’s 
has done well with health clubs, golf 
courses and park and recreation 
facilities. “One sales rep is a gym rat 
and has all the gyms in the area,” says 
Anderson. Another salesperson is a 
golfer and counts every golf course 
in the area as a customer. “Churches 
also are wonderful janitorial accounts. 
They’re a perfect fit,” he adds. 

There is a lot of local competition in 
the trading area of Kerr Office Group, 
Elizabethtown, Kentucky. “Those Jan/
San houses have a lot of experts and 
they buy large volumes direct,” says 
Ed McCoy, vice president sales and 
marketing. The two biggest challenges 
Kerr has faced traditionally are pricing 
on janitorial items and access to all 
products. “We have the ability to go 
after most of that stuff now, either direct 
or through our buying group, so I would 
say that struggle is narrowing each 
year,” he reports.

The office supply channel has gained 
credibility and janitorial vendors are 
now ready to step in and work with 
office products dealers. “In the past 
Jan/San houses owned the industry 
and we were kind of snubbed, if you 
will, by the manufacturers,” says 
McCoy. Those days are definitely over. 
“We have penetrated accounts, we 

have the relationships, people trust 
us and we are taking business from 
traditional janitorial houses,” he says. 
“And that is happening across the U.S.”

In response, some janitorial dealers 
have started to go after business 
in the office products space. “They 
can’t match the service model of 
independent dealers but they’re trying 
to boost sales because their numbers 
aren’t growing,” says Guenther. “Some 
of those companies already deal with 
Essendant for janitorial items and have 
all the office products available to 
them,” he says. Historically they have 
not bothered to pursue those sales, 
but that is changing. “We are growing 
faster in their category than they ever 
imagined so they are trying to think 
outside the box to capture some of 
those lost sales.” 

Specialists are necessary 
As the specialist at Storey Kenworthy, 
Guenther has varied responsibilities. 
He keeps an eye on vendor relations 
along with the head of purchasing and 
works with the sales team to educate 
and assist in closing new business 
opportunities. “It’s my job to educate 
our customers and give them the 
information they need to make informed 
decisions,” he says.

Following the acquisition of a janitorial 
dealer, TSR discovered different roles 
for those janitorial salespeople. Some 
just continued to sell their book of 
business because of the number of 
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accounts they had while others became 
category champions to help other TSR 
salespeople grow sales in the janitorial 
category, says Jones. “There are 
many new categories we’re asking our 
generalists to sell.” 

Sales were already growing because 
the service model of next-day delivery 
and online ordering already appealed 
to janitorial customers. “We have been 
able to offer those customers who came 
over from the acquisition a much higher 
service level than they were receiving,” 
says Jones. New janitorial customers 
have also opened opportunities for 
additional sales. “If you walk into any 
car dealership they are going to offer 
you coffee or water,” adds Jones. “So 
we have added a breakroom offering 
for these customers.” 

“One of the best decisions we made 
back in August 2008 was the transition 
of moving me from being a sales 
manager to a category manager,” says 
Eaton’s Bob MacDonald. In addition 
to sales he also focuses on sourcing. 
“We’ve been able to develop some 
good relationships because I have time 
to meet with vendors and manufacturer 
reps and they better understand what 
we’re trying to accomplish,” he reports. 
Typically MacDonald works with sales 

reps to establish a comfort zone with 
accounts to let them know that a single 
source can be set up for office and 
janitorial supplies with one invoice and 
one delivery. 

Often specialists provide 
much-needed answers that 
salespeople gladly take back to their 
customers. Whether it is an epoxy 
concrete floor, an odor problem or 
a marble floor with stains they have 
somebody they can call. “When you tell 
a client you will bring someone by to 
look at it, you’re 75 percent of the way 
to developing a better relationship and 
closing that sale,” says Hammond. 

Moving into machine sales 
When Eaton’s first joined AFFLINK, 
an AFFLINK representative came to 
Amherst and introduced Eaton’s to 
another local dealer, also an AFFLINK 
member, that serviced janitorial 
and food service accounts. The two 
dealerships have chosen to work 
together rather than compete. “Our 
product niche is more of the small and 
medium-sized accounts and they’re 
more of the GPO and larger account 
niche—hospitals and other places we 
wouldn’t be cost competitive,” explains 
MacDonald. 

The two dealers have gone to market 
together in a number of instances 
and split responsibilities where one 
does invoicing and the other handles 
deliveries. The janitorial dealer isn’t 
structured to readily handle a number 
of smaller orders, but that is Eaton’s 
strength. Together the two dealers 
have won business using the “One 
Western New York” approach. “We 
work co-cooperatively to support a 
broad category of businesses, from 
small business and non-profits, to our 
well-known local sports teams—The 
Buffalo Bills, Buffalo Sabres and Buffalo 
Bisons,” MacDonald says.

The relationship has also opened 
up opportunities for sales of cleaning 
chemicals and floor care equipment, 
with a dedicated representative from 
the local AFFLINK janitorial dealer who 
works with Eaton representatives on 
selling machines and bulk chemicals. 
“It’s really taken us into a niche in the 
market that a general office supply 
company would probably not get into 
unless they bought a janitorial supply 
house,” says MacDonald. 

As janitorial sales at Walker’s 
expanded, the natural expansion led 
first to floor care products and then to 
floor scrubbers and vacuums. “Next 
thing you know they want you to repair 
the machines,” says Anderson. He 
partnered with a Jan/San dealer not 
directly in his market that handles 
machine repairs. “They have given me 
access to the Windsor line of machines 
which is a well-known name in the Jan/
San world,” he adds.

A team from Kerr went to last year’s 
ISSA show in Las Vegas to scout out 
a machine line to represent. Three 
vendors visited the dealership and 
it ultimately selected the IPC Eagle 
line of machines, which includes 
scrubbers, buffers, vacuums and 
related equipment. Kerr technicians 
were trained and certified by IPC 
Eagle to provide service. That was 
in the first part of last year. Since 
then, the dealership has held two »
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lunch-and-learns to let customers know 
about the new offering. 

Customers were invited to the 
events, given lunch and presented with 
the machine line. “We’ve had great 
success with the program because it 
lets them see the equipment and get 
their hands on it,” says McCoy. “We 
have even done some demos where we 
let people take a machine and try it out 
in their facility for a couple of days.” A 
small area of the showroom has been 
tiled and set aside for display and 
machine demonstrations. 

Inventory challenges
Inventory and sourcing both present 
challenges. Storey Kenworthy has 
roughly 300 janitorial items in inventory 
but that number isn’t static. “Being a 
stocking dealer allows us to decide if 
it’s more important to have product on 
our floor at a better cost versus using 
a wholesaler and paying a premium,” 
says Guenther. Inventory ebbs and 
flows depending on opportunities and 
the customer base. Sourcing is fairly 
similar as Guenther says the dealership 
makes use of every opportunity, 
including purchases made direct, 
through wholesale or through the 
buying group.  

At TSR, Jones says that currently 
70 percent of product is purchased 
direct and the balance comes through 
wholesale. “We want to be doing more 
direct because we want to be tied more 
closely with vendors,” he says. The 
ratio between direct and wholesale 
will probably remain fairly constant, 
but there’s always room for variations, 
especially when they are strategic. 
“In some instances we’ve used the 
wholesaler a little more because some 
products were not turning the way we 
wanted,” he says. 

It’s not a requirement that dealers 
maintain inventory to compete 
successfully in the janitorial category. 
Innovative works closely with all of its 
suppliers, but looks to its wholesaler 
for more than 95 percent of its janitorial 

items. “Essendant has been a great 
partner ensuring we have the access to 
the right breadth of product and pricing 
to compete on large opportunities,” 
says Burgwald. 

Support from janitorial vendors has 
been excellent at Kerr Office Group 
where, it seems, no request is turned 
down. A school system that the dealer 
works with was trying to standardize 
facility products across all schools. One 
vendor will help train the janitors and 
work one-on-one with them on how to 
strip and wax a floor. “The manufacturer 
is funding that,” says McCoy. 

At A-Z, Hammond is appreciative of 
vendors who take the time to work with 
his office supply salespeople. There 
is just one problem: most of those 
vendors only want to go out and call on 
large customers. “That’s not what I look 
for from my vendors,” says Hammond. 
“I want them to go on a route with a 
salesperson as they make their regular 
calls to help them with the smaller 
and medium-sized customers as well. 
To me their customer should by my 
salesperson, not the end user.”

The janitorial challenge
While the rewards are certainly worth 
the effort, adding janitorial products 
to a dealer’s business can be more 
challenging than adding other 
categories. Everything is different—from 
the customer contact to the products 
and different suppliers with different 
processes. The best way to go after 
this category, Jones contends, is with a 

dedicated sales force. The general line 
salesperson can uncover opportunities, 
but as the category progresses and the 
products get more complex, a specialist 
becomes a necessity. 

Dealers who have yet to enter the 
janitorial category or those who are 
struggling to gain a toe-hold need to 
remember not to make the offering 
overly complex. “You don’t need to 
be everything to everybody,” says 
Burgwald. “You can sell a lot of toilet 
paper, a lot of towels, a lot of soap and 
a lot of can liners without ever touching 
any of the other stuff.”  

To make your business model 
work, “partner with a manufacturer, 
have that manufacturer come in, 
build a relationship and then sell that 
manufacturer,” continues Burgwald. 
“There is also an opportunity for the 
independent dealer to leverage the 
wholesalers and buying groups to 
deliver this category through traditional 
office supply channels.” 

If an owner or manager wants to sell 
more janitorial products, but the sales 
force isn’t on board, then it might be 
time to make some changes, Anderson 
suggests. “If your salespeople are not 
doing it by now, it is probably time to 
hire more people or new people.”  

Michael Chazin is a freelance writer 
specializing in business topics, who 
has written about the office supply 
business for more than 15 years. He 
can be reached at mchazin503@
comcast.net.
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One of the most common topics 
I’m asked about when it comes to 
training is that nebulous subject 
called time management. “There just 
aren’t enough hours in the day!” yell 
salespeople and sales managers. 
The truth is that there are usually 
enough hours in the day to get 
done what needs to get done and 
successful people tend to use those 
hours to accomplish what needs to be 
accomplished. Here’s how…

Successful people have what I 
call schedule discipline. Schedule 
discipline is that ability to make plans, 
appointments and commitments 
and keep them in all but the direst of 
circumstances. I’ve found that most 
people are pretty good at knowing and 
understanding what is important in their 
lives and careers, and most people are 
pretty good at building a schedule, in 
advance, to address those important 
tasks. Not everyone, of course, but 
most people. 

If I were to ask you right now what 
would be your priorities to accomplish 
next week, or the week after, you’d 
probably have a pretty good idea.

What separates the successful 

from the unsuccessful is their ability 
to accomplish those priorities and 
keep those commitments. Take that 
hypothetical set of priorities two weeks 
down the road. If we were to review that 
set of priorities at 5:00pm on Friday, 
how many of them would you have 
accomplished? That’s the difference.

What happens to interfere? 
Distractions! A customer calls. You see 
a post on Facebook. Someone walks 
into your office. Any number of myriad 
events occur that can disrupt a plan; 
some are avoidable and some are 
not. This is where schedule discipline 
comes in. 

Schedule discipline is the skill that 
allows someone to immediately assess 
a distraction from the plan and decide 
if it really must be handled immediately, 
or if it can wait. 

One of the biggest fables that has 
been taught is that we are capable 
of “multitasking.” We are not. Study 
after study shows our brains are only 
capable of processing one input in 
any particular moment, no matter what 
the stimuli. And when a new input is 
accepted, our brain must first detach 
from the previous task, then accept 

and process the new input and then 
re-engage in the previous task. All of 
that is lost time.

So how can you implement schedule 
discipline in your career? It’s more than 
just “plan your work and work your 
plan”. The real key to working the plan 
is personal and team discipline.

First of all, when you have a key 
task to accomplish—whether it’s 
prospecting or a coaching session 
or a meeting—schedule it as an 
appointment, even if it’s only an 
appointment with yourself. And then 
keep it. And have some mechanism to 
inform your other team members that 
you’re working on something important. 

As a salesperson, I used a version of 
the old college sock-on-the-doorknob 
technique; I had a yellow sign that said 
“prospecting” and I used to hang it up 
to let people know not to interrupt me 
unless it was really important. Which 
leads us to….

Manage interruptions wisely. 
Interruptions of any kind are killers to 
your work. The key is to manage and 
prioritize interruptions wisely. 

Everything isn’t at “hair on fire, 
have to deal with it right now” level, 

By Troy Harrison

SCHEDULE 
DISCIPLINE: 
A KEY TO 
SALES 
SUCCESS

»
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but if you allow it to become that, it 
will. Not only do you have to discern 
what’s important enough to break your 
workflow, you have to help your team 
discern it as well. 

If it isn’t an issue that would 
jeopardize a key customer relationship, 
a key employee or represent an 
opportunity that would not be open 
if it weren’t handled right now, then 
don’t let it interrupt your work. Again, 
schedule that which is important.

Schedule tasks in no more than 
two-hour blocks, if at all possible. There 
are a few reasons for this. First of all, if 
you’re prospecting (for example), I find 
that you get stale if you do more than a 
two-hour prospecting block at a time. 

Secondly, in my experience, there 
are few issues that can’t wait a 
maximum of two hours, whether it’s 
email, a customer call, or an upset 
employee. Keeping your task-time to 
two-hour blocks means that nothing 
has to wait for an unacceptable 

period. Again, there are exceptions, 
but they are rare.

Allow time between blocks for the 
unexpected. If you’re isolating yourself 
for two-hour blocks, you’ll need time in 
between those blocks as a catch all for 
whatever issues might come up. This is 
also time to answer emails return calls, 
and other random acts of being busy. 
For every two hours in session, allow a 
half hour to an hour off session.

Keep your commitments. To yourself, 
to internal personnel and to external 
personnel. Schedule discipline is all 
about respecting the value of your 
own time and getting others to respect 
the value of both your time and theirs. 
If you commit to a task or a meeting, 
keep it. You’re not only making yourself 
more productive, you’re also modeling 
behavior for the rest of your team. 

If you’re a manager and they see you 
doing this to manage your own time, 
they’ll use this system to manage theirs 
as well. 

On the other hand, if they see you 
coming in to work in the morning and 
waiting to run from fire to fire, they’ll 
do that too. Oddly enough, those who 
work under schedule discipline seem 
to have fewer fires to put out in the first 
place.

What I’ve discovered about so many 
time management approaches is that 
they focus so much on the details that 
the big issues get lost in the shuffle. 
Remind yourself of the value of your 
own time, and you’ll have the schedule 
discipline that separates the successful 
from the unsuccessful.

Troy Harrison is the author of Sell Like 
You Mean It! and The Pocket Sales 
Manager and a speaker, consultant, 
and sales navigator who helps 
companies build more profitable and 
productive sales forces. To schedule a 
free 45-minute Sales Strategy Review, 
call 913-645-3603 or e-mail Troy@
TroyHarrison.com.
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Amazon’s fast-growing threat to 
the office products industry is a 
prime example of an industry where 
a disruptor has embraced digital 
technology to become a major 
competitive force in a thriving market. 

The way for office products dealers 
to continue to compete effectively in 
what is now a digital workplace is to 
undertake a digital transformation.

Here is a practical definition of digital 
transformation: The use of digital 
technologies to make changes that 
help businesses grow and compete 
at a lower cost while significantly 
increasing efficiency.

Automating business processes is 
the key to increased efficiency. A major 
part of this transformation is servicing 
customers less expensively while 
giving them the best possible customer 
experience. 

This transformation encompasses a 
large part of what Amazon does best 
and is the essence of their threat to 
office products dealers. In a recent 
survey, 86% of customers responding 
said a positive experience with 
their vendor took precedence over 
switching vendors for a lower price. 

This experiential focus not only 
maximizes existing business potential 
but also surfaces new opportunities 
going forward. It’s been said by various 
business experts that delivering the best 
possible customer experience isn’t just 
a goal for Amazon, it’s an obsession! 

The good news for most dealers 
is their existing business models are 
for the most part prime for a digital 
transformation. They have business 
processes in place that have been 
somewhat effective. They do well at 
managing existing business and work at 
acquiring new customers. 

The path for dealers is to refine and 
enhance their business processes 
to have both the levels of efficiency 
needed and maximize the customer 
experience overall. They need to bring 
their current business model (who they 
are) and make it part of their digital 
transformation, so that they will have the 
weapons needed to compete and grow 
today and into the future. They don’t 
have to emulate Amazon!

The recommended technology 
for dealers that comprises digital 
transformation includes the following 
software suite:

High level CRM with process 
automation that includes the 
following: 
l	Automated workflow to automate 

business processes such as: 
new customer acquisition, new 
customer onboarding, case 
management and any other parts 
of your business that includes time 
consuming repetitive tasks.

l	Customer journey mapping to 
identify and map the best possible 
customer experience and manage 
it with them at all phases of their 
experience.

l	 Integrated industry business 
intelligence software. This offers 
the capability to analyze customer 
purchase history and includes 
this behavior to drive advanced 
automated workflow and customer 
journey mapping.

l	 Integrated marketing automation 
software. Email campaigns 
are triggered from automated 
workflow events, customer journey 
maps and integrated business 
intelligence software. Leads for 
new customers are pulled from 
website activity and managed 
within the CRM for follow up.
There’s no question that office 

products dealers can compete 
effectively with competitive disruptors 
like Amazon. But in order to do so, 
they must undergo their own digital 
transformation in a way that combines 
their reputation, knowledge and 
market presence. In essence, they 
must become their own disruptor. 

Neil Saviano is president of the CRM 
International CRM process automation 
consulting organization with many 
years of industry dealer experience. 
Industry veteran Dennis McCarthy 
is a dealer processes/business 
consultant with CRM International. For 
more about how to execute a digital 
transformation visit Neil’s blog.

IS YOUR DEALERSHIP 
READY FOR ITS DIGITAL 
TRANSFORMATION?
By Neil Saviano and Dennis McCarthy

http://www.crminternational.com/blog
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If you’re in sales and read all the doom 
and gloom predictions for the future 
of salespeople in the face of artificial 
intelligence (AI) and machine learning, 
it’s not exactly going to brighten your day.

Analysts at the Forrester market 
research organization (click here) 
suggest AI will eliminate as many as one 
million sales positions by 2020 and yes, 
that’s next year! 

Even if that forecast is off by a factor 
of 50 percent the impact will still be 
considerable. But while technology will 
certainly displace some sales roles, the 
genuine sales professional will always be 
in high demand. Why? You might ask.

Think about it this way: there are 
numerous DIY “how-to” videos on the 
internet but most of us still routinely 
visit the hardware store in search of 
someone who can help us figure out our 
best option when we have a specific 
project or requirement.

By Jim Ryerson

—as a sales professional 
in a digital world

There are many situations where we 
need to ask advice from someone we 
trust. And these are cases where we 
know we have a problem. But what 
about scenarios where we believe we 
are fine and then someone comes along 
and disrupts our status quo thinking? 

This happened to me recently when 
a salesperson asked me how well I was 
sleeping. I told him “great” and then 
he shared a series of statistics and 
insights which caused me to re-think 
my answer. I had never thought about 
several of the observations and insights 
he shared. 

This led to a nice sale for him and 
improved sleep for me. Are you making 
the most of similar sales opportunities 
in your market? Helping your clients 
engage with unknown needs—
especially those which represent or 
pose a risk—will be key for the sales 
professional going forward.

There are three statements you 
need your prospect to make in order 
to confirm that you are bringing 
value. And remember, if you are not 
bringing value you are at risk of being 
disintermediated by AI.

Those three statements are:
1. That’s a good question…
2. I’ve not thought about that…
3. That’s a good point…

Your ability to help prospects realize 
something they did not know or had 
not thought about will not only position 
you as a valuable resource but also 
reduce their suspicion of your motives. 
The key is great insight and questions. 

You can find additional information 
on how to take your value proposition 
or insights and create great questions 
by watching this video.

In the video, you take the insight, 
features, benefits and advantages of 
your solution and work them back to 
high-gain questions. Those questions 
should elicit the three responses 
noted above. 

Before you get in front of your next 
prospect make sure to prepare your 
questions and insight in advance. This 
will differentiate you from the typical 
salesperson, the one who is about to 
become displaced by AI. 

The bottom line: No matter what 
direction the development of artificial 
intelligence takes in the future, the 
sales professional will always have a 
role because he or she has the ability 
to bring value, especially value which 
the customer had not thought about!

Sales trainer Jim Ryerson is the 
founder and chief acceleration officer 
of Sales Octane, Inc. and the author 
of The First 100 Days of Selling, 
Selling by THE BOOK Today; Timeless 
Wisdom in a Referral-based World; 
and EXECUTE: Selling in a Distracted 
World. For more information, visit his 
website here.

SURVIVING—
AND THRIVING

https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbesagencycouncil/2018/01/02/why-artificial-intelligence-will-eliminate-millions-of-sales-jobs/#611e074cd3b8
https://vimeo.com/334978502/e6ee8318fa
https://salesoctane.com
https://salesoctane.com
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For any business owner who works 
online, it is important to keep your 
bounce rate as low as possible. If 
you’re not sure what that means, 
the bounce rate is the percentage 
of visitors who visit one page on a 
particular website, only to click away 
without viewing any other pages. 
There’s no point in getting people to 
visit your site if they are not going to 
stay long enough to buy something.

You can’t completely prevent 
bounces, so having a bounce rate of 
30-50 percent is considered good for 
most businesses. Read on to see how 
you can reduce your site’s bounce rate 
and increase conversions exponentially.

Update your calls-to-action
Calls-to-action (CTAs) play a crucial 
role in creating online conversions. 
These buttons are designed to take 
visitors to a specific page on your site, 
specifically one that will lead users into 
buying something from your business. »

By Kevin Rehberger

REDUCING YOUR 
BOUNCE RATE:

If your bounce rate is high, you may 
need to adjust your CTAs a little bit.

First, make sure users can find a 
page’s CTA within a few seconds. Next, 
you should keep the wording of the CTA 
short, while making sure it is written it in a 
way that clearly explains the action that 
is going to take place. You do not want 
to mislead users with your CTAs. Finally, 
use eye catching colors and designs for 
your CTAs so they can draw in as many 
people as possible.

Improve site navigation 
A common cause of increased bounce 
rates is poor site navigation. If people 
cannot get around your site easily, they 
will not be able to find the products they 
want to buy. Test your website when you 
get the chance and if you have trouble 
getting around, try adjusting a few things. 

Don’t let pages get cluttered with too 
many images, because they can distract 
users and make it hard for them to find 
something on a specific page. You can 

also improve navigation by including 
a top navigation bar with large text so 
users can quickly travel to important 
landing pages. 

In addition, you should develop a 
strong system of internal links with 
your content so users can keep 
finding new pages as they search your 
site, keeping them around for longer 
periods of time. Set internal links to 
open in new tabs so users do not have 
trouble getting back to older pages.

Make content more 
readable
On a similar note, making sure your 
content is readable will help you keep 
your bounce rate as low as possible. 
Make sure all the text on your site is 
presented in a size that is easy to read 
on most computer screens. You don’t 
want users to strain their eyes just to 
read a piece of text.

Format your text into smaller blocks 
and bullet lists so users can easily 
pick out crucial pieces of information. 
The easier you make it to read 
information on your site, the lower your 
bounce rate will be.

Use keywords and content 
relevant to your audience
Implementing popular keywords is 
a good way to increase your site’s 
visibility on search engines. However, 
if these keywords are not relevant to 
the people in your target audience, 
you could end up attracting unwanted 
visitors to your site. Using the wrong 
keywords can also make users feel 
misled and they won’t want to stay on 
your site for very long.

When writing content for blog posts 
and landing pages, make sure it is 
relevant to the customers you want 
to target, while still using popular 
keywords and phrases. Discuss topics 
that people in your target audience 
want to hear about. For example, if you 
sell ergonomic furniture, talk about 
how you can help people who suffer 
from back or leg strain at work.

How to keep people 
from clicking off
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Keep mobile in mind
Finally, it’s important that you keep mobile 
users in mind when you are designing your 
website, as more people are using tablets 
and smartphones to shop online. Due to the 
size differences between phone screens 
and computer screens, not everything that 
runs on a desktop will transfer smoothly to a 
mobile device. If your website looks messy 
on mobile, you could turn away hundreds of 
interested mobile customers.

A common strategy is to implement 
responsive design on your site. This allows any 
page to immediately change its format when 
it is displayed on a smaller screen. Be careful 
when using large pictures on certain pages, 
because they can dramatically increase load 
times on mobile and most mobile users do not 
have the time to stick around and wait. More 
people are shopping on mobile, so you have to 
accommodate them.

Keep these tips in mind and you should 
find yourself with more conversions in the 
near future.

Kevin Rehberger CONTINUED FROM PAGE 40

Kevin Rehberger is content strategist at Fortune Web Marketing. 
Fortune Web has been in business since 2008 and its staff has decades 
of combined experience. The firm specializes in all aspects of online 
marketing.  For more information visit www.fortunewebmarketing.com or 
contact sales@fortunewebmarketing.com.

Office Products Women in Leadership (OPWIL)  
is a professional organization connecting women in  
leadership roles within the Office Products industry.  
Together we can learn, develop and grow while forming  
professional connections and developing lasting friendships. 

Join our conversation on Facebook and LinkedIn for more information.

VISIT US AT opwil.com

SAVE 
THE 
DATE
all female  
industry leaders  
welcome 

http://www.fortunewebmarketing.com
mailto:sales%40fortunewebmarketing.com?subject=
http://opwil.com
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Winner’s Circle CONTINUED FROM PAGE 4June 2019
NATIONAL BUSINESS PRODUCTS INDUSTRY

CityofHope.org

BRAD GRAVES

2019 Spirit of Life® Honoree,

Vice President and 
General Manager, 
3M Stationery and Office 
Supplies Division

2019 Science Creating Hope campaign 
honoring Brad Graves of 

3M Stationery and Office Supplies Division

For more information on City of Hope’s National Business Products Industry, 
visit CityofHope.org/nbpi or contact Matt Dodd at mdodd@coh.org.

Advancing precision medicine 
and translational research

City of Hope, recognized as a world-renowned independent research and cancer and 
diabetes treatment center, and Translational Genomics Research Institute, a leading 
biomedical research institute, have formed a new alliance to advance precision medicine 
and accelerate the speed with which scientists and medical staff can convert research 
discoveries into cures for patients. 

This alliance helps City of Hope to better diagnose, treat, ultimately cure and prevent 
diseases by discovering the genetic cause of the disease, understanding why individuals 
respond to different therapies, and translating this information into new targeted 
tests and therapies — each a contributing factor to City of Hope’s pursuit of precision 
medicine and to provide patients with more options and access to the newest and best 
care available. 

For more than 30 years, the National Business Products Industry has supported 
City of Hope in its mission to find the cures to cancer, diabetes and other  
life-threatening illnesses. 

To date, you have helped raise more than $184 million which has helped more than  
100 million patients around the world each year. Join us in 2019 for the “Science 
Creating Hope” campaign honoring Brad Graves of 3M and help bring hope to those  
who need it most.

JULY

12 to 16

Wonewok – Park Rapids, Minnesota

City of Hope Wonewok Event, 
Hosted by 3M and S.P. Richards Co.

JULY

29 to 30
Honoree Golf Outing  
at The Royal Golf Club, Hosted by 3M
The Royal Golf Club –  
Saint Paul, Minnesota

AUGUST

7 to 9
S.P. Richards Co. ABC Conference, 
Exhibitor Show and Raffle
San Diego, California

AUGUST

12
Smead Manufacturing Golf Outing
Dakota Pines Golf Club –  
Hastings, Minnesota

AUGUST

5
ACCO Brands Golf Outing
Knollwood Club - Lake Forest, Illinois

JULY

25
TOPS Golf Outing
Arrowhead Golf Club – Wheaton, Illinois

UPCOMING EVENTS

http://www.cityofhope.org/nbpi
mailto:mdodd%40coh.org?subject=
http://cityofhope.org
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Winner’s Circle CONTINUED FROM PAGE 4

NOT A SUBSCRIBER? 
Sign Up Now

NOT AN ADVERTISER? 
Start Next Month

GOT AN ARTICLE IDEA? 
We Want To Hear About It.

Call Rowan 
703-531-8507

http://idealercentral.com
mailto:chris%40idealercentral.com?subject=
mailto:rowan%40idealercentral.com?subject=

